
SN Street & Block Preparedness Module 3 Exam 
 

1. The bedrock layer of your preparedness is your personal preparedness? 
a. _____  True                  ______   False 

2. Each person who may find themselves in a disaster should have become informed, 
made a plan, built a kit, and gotten involved. 

a. _____   True                ______   False 
3. Each person who may find themselves in a disaster in Salt Lake City/County should be 

familiar with the S.A.F.E. Neighborhoods (SN) Volunteer Disaster Response Plan. 
a. ____   True                  ______   False 

4. SN volunteer response moves up from you, through the residence/work place, the 
street/block, the combined street rally points, elementary school Hub and Hub to city 
Emergency Operations Center levels. 

a. _____   True                 ______   False 
5. After disaster you as a spontaneous volunteer responder check/tend yourself, then 

those in your residence/work place, and then move on to the street/ block level activity. 
a. ______   True              ______   False 

6. SN Preparedness encourages practice before a disaster, training neighbors in assessing 
& helping neighbors along your street or within your workplace complex. 

a. ______   True              ______   False 
7.  The SN Plan encourages prior practice using the street assessment form explained in 

Module 3 and which street residences should have copies of in their response kits. 
a. ______   True             ______   False 

8. Being able to complete a street assessment form is one of the most important response 
skills to practice. 

a. ______   True            _______   False 
9. CERT training is a valuable asset to have in a big emergency or disaster situation. 

a. ______   True           _______   False 
10. Mark items below that are useful in good street assessments 

a. Your current map of your street and a Jit Kit map of your neighborhood 
b. Your current street assessment form that integrates the above, for efficient 

reporting of current conditions to the Hub and EOC 
c. A CERT style volunteer response kit 
d. Current Street Co-captains and a trained SN Local Ambassador 

11. Mark all items below that should happen in street reporting? 
a. Reports go to Street Captains and/or to current operating Hub Field Ops leaders 
b. These Street Captains/Hub Field ops Leaders forward them to their Hub, 

sometimes through the locally developing rally point networks. 
c. They languish and have no prompt effect. 

12. As streets respond they should coordinate local their rally points and also donate 
response resources to establish an elementary school management Hub. 

a. ______   True          _______ False 
13. The response plan is important enough to occasionally practice, because in a disaster we 

become the life-saving, first responders as agency responders will be overwhelmed. 
a. ______   True          ______   False 

14. Email your exam and learn more about the above to/at SLCARC.org 
a. ______   True          _______ False 

The pass threshold for this exam will be 10 correctly answered questions.  Train safely, as you 
are responsible for your safety, and please consider becoming a Local SN's Ambassador. 


